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Step 15: What is the static pressure to the oven?
Read the Static Pressure at the “Static Pressure Test Port” and record it on the form. It should be between
7-11” water column for natural and between 11-13” water column for propane.
Step 16: What is the manifold gas pressure?
Turn the unit on and it will call for heat to preheat the oven. The valve will open, and allow the manifold pressure
to be read. Check the Manifold gas pressure at the “Manifold Pressure Test Port” and adjust it to match the rating
plate. To adjust the regulator, remove the regulator adjustment screw cover and rotate the adjustment screw as
needed.
Step 22: Is the Draft Inducer shutter properly set for the Gas supply (Natural/Propane). For Natural, align the
indicator holes as shown in Figure 3, For Propane, align the vents as shown in Figure 2.
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Step 23: Perform component function test (diagnostic output).
To enter the Diagnostic Output mode, press the “Program” & “Vent” keys simultaneously. Use the knob to
highlight “Diagnostic Output” and press the knob to select. (Diagnostic output mode will time out quickly if the keypad
is not activated, if it times out enter the same way again) (See F.5 for relay designations; note when a relay is
activated; a corresponding red light comes on at the relay) Verify the operation of each component as the button is
pressed.
Diagnostic Outputs: (The buttons are momentary, hold for continuous operation)

Button

Action

Relays

Temp

Operates Vent

K6

Steam

Operates Fan High Speed

K3

Quick Steam

Operates Rack

K2

1

Operates Steam

K1

4

Operates Heat

K5, K4, K3

7

Operates Fan Low Speed

K8

Power

Operates Lights

K7

Step 25-26: Is the water flow rate set to the GPH indicated?
While in Diagnostic Output Mode, Use the “1” Key to operate
the water solenoid while setting the PSI and GPH.
Once Step 16 is complete, and the regulator is adjusted to reflect the pressure setting on the pressure gauge,
Use the black Gallons Per Hour adjustment knob to set the GPH. If the proper GPH setting cannot be achieved, raise
the PSI as necessary and record the final setting on the startup form and mark it on the PSI sticker in the bottom left
corner.
Dunkin’ Donuts GPH should be set to 47, General Market GPH should be set to 27. When setting the GPH,
the top of the indicator should line up with the desired setting. Once the water is set up correctly, tighten the locknut
on the regulator to prevent inadvertent changes going forward. Increase the PSI if you cannot achieve the required
GPH.
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Step 27: Perform the input function
GPH Gauge
test (diagnostic input).
PSI Adjustment
To enter the Diagnostic Input mode, press the “Program” & “Vent” keys simultaneously. Use the knob to
highlight “Diagnostic Input” and press the knob to select. (Diagnostic Input mode will time out quickly if the keypad is
not activated; if it times out enter the same way again)
Diagnostic Inputs:

Button

Tests

Temp

Tests Door Switch Both Door Switches

Steam

Tests Rack Switch

Quick Steam

Tests Vent Switch

1

Tests Cavity Temp Probe

Step 32: Set the oven to 400˚F and check the temperature calibration. The unit should cycle the heat on and off at
least three times before reading oven temperatures.
When checking calibration, the probe should always be in the geometric center of the oven, to do that with the
XR8, the rotating rack must be temporarily disabled. Pull the K2 relay (See F.5: A) from its base, and replace it when
the calibration check is complete.
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Step 34: Does the Rotating Rack stop squarely when the doors are opened?
To adjust the orientation of the stopped rack, adjust the cam on top of the unit by loosening the cam bolt and
slightly turning the cam. Test and repeat until the door opening and the stopped rack are parallel.
Make a small mark showing the current position before loosening the cam bolt (F.7) to ensure only small changes are
made.
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